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Moscow Center Of Translations
The largest network of translation agencies in Moscow Phone 8925772-00-038925506-23-42
8925585-31-50E-mail bestperevodmail.ru Urgent translation from English and other European
language urgent translation of a text from languages of Asia and Africa and CIS, you can order by
sending a request using the form below. We perform an urgent translation notarization, apostilization
and consular legalization of the passport of the diploma of contracts instructions returns. Fill in the
form your e-mail and our qualiﬁed technician will contact You shortly MOSCOW CENTER of
TRANSLATION and interpretation since 1994 has 50 branches in Moscow and Moscow region. In the
Moscow state centre of translation and interpretation works 100 qualiﬁed translators and 200
interpreters work on a freelance basis. Branches of our translation Bureau located in Moscow near the
metro stations and some of our subsidiaries translation in the Moscow region. Each branch of the
translation Bureau in the next room running the notary of the city of Moscow which is in urgent notary
certiﬁes translations made by our interpreters and prepares copies of certiﬁed translations. We
constantly improve the competitive advantages of our translation Agency to attract the best
specialists and translators use the latest translation technologies to work. In the Moscow state centre
of translation and interpretation has a large number of professional translators specializing in such
topics as legal translation medical translation technical translation and urgent translation of the texts.
Read more You can contact us via Skype. It will help You save time and money especially if You are
only planning your visit to the capital of Russia. buro.perevodov.moscow Skype Read more Our prices
are reasonable. Possible cash and cashless payments payment by electronic money. In most cases,
the cost of services is determined based on the number of transfers of material the subject of the
original language as well as supplementary services - notarization apostille consular legalization or
urgency. We accept Yandex.Money Our account number 410012791627847 06 08 2016 We opened a
new branch in New Moscow To read.. 04 08 2016 We opened a new branch in city Khimki To read.. 07
09 2015 We have opened a new branch of translation in Razvilka the intersection of the MKAD and
Kashirskoye highway To read.. 07 02 2016 We have a new branch opened a translation Bureau near
metro station Krasnoselskaya To read.. notary-perevod.ru Certiﬁed translations nasledstvo.info
Inheritance moscow-association.ru Association of the enterprises of small and average business of
city of Moscow lawcenter.ru Legal advice in Moscow and the Moscow
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